Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets.

1. He plays football pretty __________, but he’s not a __________ player. (GOOD, FAIR)
2. The young girl was __________ dressed. (PRETTY)
3. I always feel __________ when I lose a match. (TERRIBLE)
4. We __________ missed our train. (NEAR)
5. I was __________ upset about the problems I had experienced (AWFUL)
6. Dad is __________ improving after his undergoing heart surgery. (SLOW)
7. The prisoner was treated __________ by the guards. (BAD)
8. Tom __________ tries to improve his English. He’s very __________ about it. (HARD, LAZY)
9. The sweater feels __________ and __________. (NICE, SOFT)
10. The government proposals were __________ disputed. (HIGH)
11. Some shops in town close every __________. (LATE)
12. The bullet __________ missed the man’s head. (NARROW)
13. Boys often behave __________ (SILLY).
14. The driver had made a __________ turn before he crashed into a tree. (SHARP)
15. The girl is a __________ dancer. (GRACEFUL)
16. I think the man over there is __________ old. (FAIR)
17. __________, we were at home when the window broke. (LUCKY)
18. She fell in love __________ when she set her eyes on the young man. (MAD)
19. The hurricane was __________ to watch. (TERRIBLE)
20. The eagle rose __________ into the blue sky. (MAJESTIC)
21. Anne looked around the room __________. (NERVOUS)
22. He told us that it could be done __________ (EASY).
23. It was __________ when the famous actor __________ arrived. (LATE, FINAL)
24. It was a __________ walk up the __________ hill. (LONG, STEEP)
25. The lasagne tastes __________. Where did you get the recipe? (GREAT)
1. He plays football pretty **well**, but he's not a **fair** player. *(GOOD, FAIR)*
2. The young girl was **prettily** dressed. *(PRETTY)*
3. I always feel **terrible** when I lose a match. *(TERRIBLE)*
4. We **nearly** missed our train. *(NEAR)*
5. I was **awfully** upset about the problems I had experienced *(AWFUL)*
6. Dad is **slowly** improving after his undergoing heart surgery. *(SLOW)*
7. The prisoner was treated **badly** by the guards. *(BAD)*
8. Tom **hardly** tries to improve his English. He's very **lazy** about it. *(HARD, LAZY)*
9. The sweater feels **nice** and **soft**. *(NICE, SOFT)*
10. The government proposals were **highly** disputed. *(HIGH)*
11. Some shops in town close every **late**. *(LATE)*
12. The bullet **narrowly** missed the man's head. *(NARROW)*
13. Boys often behave **in a silly way** *(SILLY)*
14. The driver had made a **sharp** turn before he crashed into a tree. *(SHARP)*
15. The girl is a **graceful** dancer. *(GRACEFUL)*
16. I think the man over there is **fairly** old. *(FAIR)*
17. **Luckily**, we were at home when the window broke. *(LUCKY)*
18. She fell in love **madly** when she set her eyes on the young man. *(MAD)*
19. The hurricane was **terrible** to watch. *(TERRIBLE)*
20. The eagle rose **majestically** into the blue sky. *(MAJESTIC)*
21. Anne looked around the room **nervously**. *(NERVOUS)*
22. He told us that it could be done **easily** *(EASY).*
23. It was **late** when the famous actor **finally** arrived. *(LATE, FINAL)*
24. It was a **long** walk up the **steep** hill. *(LONG, STEEP)*
25. The lasagne tastes **great**. Where did you get the recipe? *(GREAT)*